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Defined by our Privacy Policy and Data Retention Guidelines:

WMF’s Lean Data Diet

90 days until 
aggregation + deletion

No account neededNo first-party tracking 
cookies

(images from Wikimedia Commons)



In 2020, community members 
request WMF release pageviews 
by country and project

(known as the “pageview data release”)



- Both pageviews by country and pageviews by project are made up of user data

- Lean data diet constrains the kinds of actions WMF can take

Pageview data release privacy concerns



Privacy

Privacy policy

Data retention guidelines

Transparency

Open access policy

The stakes are high, because Wikipedia is inherently political — users 
and editors are pseudonymous for a very good reason

This data release illuminates a tension 
between privacy and transparency

Tension → DP could be useful

https://foundation.wikimedia.org/wiki/Privacy_policy
https://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/Data_retention_guidelines
https://foundation.wikimedia.org/wiki/Open_access_policy


Wait… so what is differential 
privacy?



A process takes a database in as input and returns some data as output

What is DP?

Credit: Damien Desfontaines



What is DP?

Add random noise (ignore for now how much, what type) to the process

For now weʼll call that 

Credit: Damien Desfontaines



Remove one person from the database and re-run the process with

Outputs should be basically the same

Credit: Damien Desfontaines

What is DP?



Basically the same: Exact same outputs are possible with similar likelihood

What is DP?

Credit: Damien Desfontaines

Probability 
distribution 
without person 
in the database

Probability 
distribution 

with person in 
the database



Differential privacy is a promise WMF can make to the readers and editors 
who contribute to our public releases:

From the perspective of someone looking at this data release, your contribution to this 
database will be hidden. High-level trends about the data will be visible, but no one will be 
able to infer your presence or absence in the data (even if youʼre an outlier).

What is DP?



- Magic noise is configurable using a parameter called epsilon (𝜖), which 
represents the privacy budget

- Privacy budget is an worse-case bound on how much info can be gleaned from a data 
release

- Smaller epsilon → more noise; larger epsilon → less noise
- Noise is randomly generated, so it s̓ impossible for DP data to be 

subject to re-identification attacks
- Any post-processing with DP data (modeling, sharing, combining with 

other data) is covered by these guarantees

Why is DP nice?



Pageview data release





Bu
ild

Tu
ne

De
pl

oy
Define problem 

statement and success 
metrics

Implement first 
prototype

Evaluate output quality Optimize algorithm and 
tune parameters

Finalize algorithm and 
write documentation Deploy! 🚀

Tumult Labs’ approach



What problem are we 
trying to solve?

What does success 
look like? (broadly)

- release as much data 
as possible about 
reading activity

- partition by country, 
project, and page

- release every day

- Privacy protected at a 
user-day level

- Data is more plentiful 
and granular than 
baseline

- Output is equitable, 
accurate, and 
trustworthy for data 
consumers

Define problem and success metrics



Implement prototype (conceptually)

country project page ID

US es.wikipedia 1234

DE de.wikipedia 5678

… … …

AR wikidata 9012

country project page ID views

US es.wikipedia 1234 109,283

DE de.wikipedia 5678 4,756

… … … …

AR wikidata 9012 134country project page ID noisy views

US es.wikipedia 1234 110,170

DE de.wikipedia 5678 4,704

… … … …

AR wikidata 9012 138

group-by
and count

add noise 
to views



Implement prototype (in reality)

<page, country>
KeySet

Published noisy 
counts

(≈ 300-400k)

Pageview data with 
≤ 10 contributions 
per user (≈ 350M)

Pageview data
(≈ 600-700M)

Raw countsGroup by + count

Noisy counts
(≈ 120M)

Add noise
(zCDP, 𝜌=0.015,
sensitivity=10)

(≈ 120M)

(≈ 120M)

Page list
(≈ 500k)

Country 
list

(216)

Global 
pageview 

counts
(≈55M)

Remove counts 
<90

Remove rows with 
include_dp = 0

Remove pages 
with <150 views

Cr
os

s-
pr

od
uc

t

On each pageview, 
browser anonymously 
sets include_dp = 0/1

       Legend
= computation step

= private data

= public data



Similar approach for historical data (pre-DP cookie), with some tweaks:

- different kind of noise

- larger noise scale

- weaker privacy guarantee 

Implement prototype (Historical data)



Evaluate output quality

Success metric Met? Notes

Data is more plentiful and granular 
than baseline ✅ n/a

Output is equitable, accurate, and 
trustworthy for data consumers ❌ depends on which metrics you look at



Evaluate output quality
Principle error metrics:

- Median relative error <6%

- Drop rate <1% (similar to FNR: percentage of above-threshold true values not published)

- Spurious rate <1% (similar to FPR: percentage of published values with true count of 0)

- Equitable regional error rates

Why are drop rate and spurious rate important? Data is sparse and has a long tail

Meeting goals for equity, accuracy, and trust requires optimizing for these metrics



Evaluate output quality

Metric (global) Goal value Met?

Median relative error <6% ✅
Drop rate <1% ✅

Spurious rate <1% ✅

What about if you look at sub-global metrics?



Optimize algorithm
The “Micronesia problem”

- Seven Pacific Island nations

- Very little traffic to WMF

- Naive first implementation

- >99% of published data is spurious

- 9 out of 23 subcontinental regions 

have spurious rate of >25%

- Africa, Oceania, Central Asia, and 

the Caribbean
(image from Wikimedia Commons)



Lesson: Global metrics can 
conceal local inequities
Solution: Change the kind of DP noise to solve this problem



Success metric Met? Notes

Data is more plentiful and granular 
than baseline ✅ n/a

Output is equitable, accurate, and 
trustworthy for data consumers ✅ spurious rate ≤1% both globally and for 21/23 

subcontinental regions

Privacy protection at a user-day level ? hash of IP + UA has known failure modes

Evaluate output quality



Optimize algorithm
Bounding user contributions

Recall: no first-party tracking cookies. So how to bound user contributions?

- Can look at hash of IP + UA, but that often fails

- Our solution? Client-side filtering:

- Client-side cookie sends server a boolean to include only first k unique pageviews 

in a day



Lesson: Data minimization and 
strong privacy guarantees can be 
in conflict with each other
Solution: Build new privacy-preserving infrastructure



Evaluate output quality

Success metric Met? Notes

Data is more plentiful and granular 
than baseline ✅ n/a

Output is equitable, accurate, and 
trustworthy for data consumers ✅ spurious rate ≤1% both globally and for 21/23 

subcontinental regions

Privacy protection at a user-day level ✅ client-side filtering has fewer failure modes 
than hash of IP + UA



Evaluate output quality

Metric Before DP After DP Percent change

Median # data points released / day 9,000 360,000 +4,000%

Median # pageviews released / day 50M 120M +240%

Our latest attempt meets 

our equity, accuracy, and  

trustworthiness goals…

…while also significantly improving on a baseline non-DP data release.

Metric Goal Actual

Spurious rate <1% <0.01%

Drop rate <1% <0.1%

Median relative error <6% <6%

Geographic equity ✅ ✅



Finalize algorithm…
BUILD

TUNE

DEPLOY



…and write documentation
BUILD

TUNE

DEPLOY



Deploy! 🚀
BUILD

TUNE

DEPLOY

Download data: https://w.wiki/754L 

https://w.wiki/754L


Outcomes



In total:

- 8 years of safer, more granular data, ~300M rows of data, ~350B source data 

points

- Publicly accessible and openly licensed

- Safe for post-processing (currently trying to use it to do country-level trend 

modeling)

Outcomes



Future work
Dataset Status

Geolocated editor activity ✅
WMF grant data ✅

Banner views / clicks 🔄
Search data 🔄

Chains of pageviews 🔜
Geolocated edit activity 🔜

Global pageviews (hourly) 🔜



For more information…

- For a beginner-friendly introduction: Damien Desfontainesʼ privacy 
blog

- (I worked closely with Damien and his company, Tumult Labs, on this project)
- For a theoretically-sound foundation: Dwork and Roth, Algorithmic 

Foundations of Differential Privacy (2014)
- For keeping up with my work: Wikimedias̓ differential privacy 

homepage

https://desfontain.es/privacy/index.html
https://desfontain.es/privacy/index.html
https://www.tmlt.io/
http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~aaroth/Papers/privacybook.pdf
http://www.cis.upenn.edu/~aaroth/Papers/privacybook.pdf
http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/differential_privacy
http://meta.wikimedia.org/wiki/differential_privacy


Thank you!
And my deepest gratitude to collaborators at WMF (Isaac 
Johnson, Gabriele Modena, Temi Adeleye, Nuria Ruiz, Cléo 
Lemoisson) and Tumult Labs (Damien Desfontaines, Daniel 
Simmons-Marengo, Skye Berghel, David Pujol, Tom Magerlein, 
Ashwin Machanavajjhala, Michael Hay)
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